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Drive new revenue opportunities and deliver value-added software 
and services to your customers across any device or hardware.

K E Y  B E N E F I TS

 › Unite siloed businesses, departments, 
and marketplaces under a single 
comprehensive platform allowing for 
the ease of discovery, management, and 
merchandising of software and services.

 › Build and grow a vibrant, sustainable 
ecosystem around your hardware offering 
with the tools to support developer 
onboarding and customer support.

 › Achieve competitive advantage and move 
towards differentiating your core offering 
with value-added software and services 
crucial to the success of your business.

 › Utilize a flexible billing platform to unlock 
new payment models, from one-time 
payment, to subscription, pay-per-use, and 
more for digital products and services.

A platform built for the evolving digital strategy 
needs of manufacturers and enterprises.
The convergence of disruptive technology-driven trends is transforming the manufacturing industry 
dramatically. Today’s manufacturers and enterprise electronics businesses are now challenged to 
not only generate new ongoing revenue from their hardware, but also provide their customers with 
engaging and tangible value long after purchase. 

The AppDirect Commerce Platform empowers companies to launch new software-centric initiatives, 
pivot from stagnating business models, and rapidly scale their businesses. Handling millions of 
transactions daily, the AppDirect platform offers comprehensive tools for the distribution, billing, and 
merchandising of new software and services, as well as the management of the complex software 
licensing, entitlements, and provisioning that are essential to users and their devices. With AppDirect, 
manufacturers can iterate quickly on their strategy and thrive in the digital economy.

AppDirect Commerce Platform
A comprehensive solution empowering device and hardware 
manufacturers to succeed in the digital economy

MANUFACTURING AND ENTERPRISE ELECTRONICS



AppDirect Commerce Platform
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A B O U T  A PP D I R EC T

AppDirect is the leader in the delivery, management, and monetization of apps and services for 
industrial manufactures, enterprise electronics, and automotive OEMs. We provide a secure, proven 
cloud platform enabling industrial manufacturers and enterprises to build agile businesses around 
value-added software and services. 
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For more information contact  
info@appdirect.com  
or visit www.appdirect.com.
(877) 404-2777

Identity & Access Management
Intuitive experience for end users with seamless access to all services  
and digital products across their devices and hardware.

 › MyApps 
Central location to access all purchased services and digital products 
with single sign-on (SSO) capabilities.

 › User Role Assignment  
Ability for you and your customers to assign various roles, such as 
billing or support admin. 

 › User Onboarding  
Seamless experience with intuitive features to invite or create new 
users on the marketplace, both for you and your customers.

Subscription & User Management
User and application provisioning capabilities for marketplace admins.

 › User Provisioning  
Ability to create, delete, and manage users on the marketplace  
for you and your customers.

 › Digital Product Provisioning  
Ability to provision or remove applications, digital products,  
and services including user group-based assignments. 

 › App Lifecycle Management  
Manage end-to-end digital product lifecycle including subscriptions, 
upgrades, and downgrades. 

Platform Agnostic Device  
& Hardware Support
Full marketplace capabilities across desktops, mobile devices, and unique 
connected hardware and devices manufactured from OEMs. 

 › Digital Product Distribution  
Ability to deliver new products, services, and software to devices  
and hardware seamlessly, with correct software being delivered  
to the right products and end users. 

 › Digital Product Management  
Update, remove, and provision any type of digital product, service,  
or software to devices and hardware with no downtime.

 › Monetization Capabilities  
Promote, bundle, and merchandise digital products and services 
easily and quickly across your device or hardware line up. 

Capabilities and Feature Highlights

Marketplace Product Management
Leading out-of-box services for marketplaces designed for manufacturers.

 › Network Catalog  
Choose from over 270 applications to resell from your marketplace.

 › Product Customization  
Customize product profile content, and set product pricing and  
profit margins.

 › Product Merchandising  
Bundle with core services or other third-party applications,  
offer discounts, and even set up add-on products. 

Billing & Payment Management
Powerful capabilities for complex billing, payment,  
and reconciliation services.

 › Payment Integration  
Out-of-box integration to leading payment gateways or APIs to 
integrate your own billing engine. 

 › Order & Invoice Management  
End-to-end view of all customer purchase orders, invoices, payments, 
and accounts receivable.

 › Reconciliation Engine  
Automate all vendor reconciliations and payouts, including discounts 
and promotions. 

Data Analytics & Reporting 
Built-in tools to track, report, and audit your marketplace performance. 

 › Real-time Dashboards  
View Reports outlining marketplace performance for services sold 
and user signups.

 › Customized Reports  
Access a multitude of standard weekly and monthly reports to track 
orders, invoices, and payments. 

 › Auditing Capabilities  
Monitor logs on every important marketplace event, application usage, 
and marketplace operations. 


